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AFT wins runoff by one vote

The undefeated
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Photo by Bob Alber

by CECILIA STILES
Editor
One contested ballot mav prove
to be the key in the Vacuity
collective
bargaining
runoff
election held Friday between the
American
Federation
of
Teachers
(AFT)
and
the
American
Association
of
University Professors (AAUP).
AFT won the runoff by a one
vote margin, 88-87. One ballot
remains unopened,
however,
because it has been challenged
because there is a question
whether the employe began work
before the Sept. 30 deadline.
If the challenged vote is
declared valid and is cast for
AAUP, the vote would be thrown
into a tie, and the faculty would
be right back to where it started without a bargaining agent.

individual is eligible to have
voted. OERB hearings officer
Roy Edwards has a full schedule
through Dec. 15, so the hearing
will be sometime after that.
According to Edwards, the
woman in question allegedly
worked a few days before the
Sept. 30 deadline, but wasn't
placed on the college payroll until
after that date because of delay
in signing a letter of payroll.
The Oregon Statesman stated
Saturday that college sources
said she is likely to have voted for
AAUP, but no such word has
been given officially, and will
not be given unless the hearings
are decided in her favor.

Sandra Sessom, president of
the OCE chapter of AFT and cochairperson
of
the Oregon
Federation of Teachers, at
tributed the AFT victory to the
The faculty became the second fact that "We worked very hard
Oregon College to unionize since for every vote. Every political
the right to strike was given to campaign
eventually
comes
public
employes
in
1973. down to sheer hard work.
Bargaining
was
approved Through that hard work we
overwhelmingly Oct. 21, but educated some people out of their
neither AFT, AAUP nor the other fears of AFT as a labor
agent on the ballot, Oregon State organization."
Employes Association, received
Her organization did, however,
a majority of the votes. AFT and expect the vote to be close. "We
AAUP, having'72 and 78 votes knew we would not win by an
respectively, were included in the overwhelming margin. I knew we
runoff.
could win, but not that it would go
A total of 175 faculty members down to the very last vote,"
voted in Friday's runoff, not
In the midst of the current
counting the contested ballot. controversy, AFT is trying to
This compares to the 185 who
organize a bargaining unit. It had
voted in the first election.
an executive council meeting last
It could be several weeks weekend and drew up recom
before anyone knows what will mendations
which
were
happen to the contested ballot. presented to the general mem
Dean of Faculty Bert Kersh sent bership Tuesday night.
a letter to the Oregon Employes
The AFT will not take im
Relations Board (OERB) last
mediate action on naming the
week describing the situation. members of the bargaining unit.
Hearings will be held in the near
They will probably not be named
future to decide if the challenged until January so that those who
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This is the last issue of
the Lamron for fall term. It
will not be published during
finals week.
Winter term begins Jan.
6 and the Lamron
will
resume publication on Jan.

wish to may have time to join and
have a direct membership voice
in the proceedings.
The organization plans to do a
comprehensive survey of the
faculty on issues and priorities
for bargaining. This is to be the
first in what will be an "open
input structure," according to
Sessom. She, stressed that the
organization was the bargaining
agent of the entire faculty, not of
just AFT members.
"I believe that the vote means

unity on campus. We must
remember that the person on the
other side of the table is not
AAUP,
but
is
the
ad
ministration."
She added that "Everything we
do is for the purpose of unifying
the faculty. Either through
formal merger or through the
general
structure
of
the
organization, every segment of
the faculty will be represented."
At this time AFT is planning to
keep the actual negotiating team
small, but tentatively hopes to set
up a structure for more direct
input by faculty members. "The
only way we can succeed is if the
faculty is undivided. We are
committed
to
unity
philo
sophically and by law and we
must bargain in faith for the
entire body," Sessom said.
While the campaign was a 22month ordeal, Sessom said
winning the election is only the
beginning. "It is not going to be
easy, especially in a state in
which public employe collective
bargaining is new. Many are
suspicious and uncomfortable
with it and no one knows what to
expect. But we plan to get a good
contract for the faculty."

Dr. Sam Anderson, president of
both the OCE and the state
AAUP, was concerned about a
letter issued to the faculty
Tuesday by AFT. In the letter
AFT stated that "...regardless of
the tally, a bargaining agent has
been elected, (emphasis theirs),
and we accept the full respon
sibility given to us by that vic
tory."
Anderson replied by saying
that "AFT is not the certified
agent until the status of the
challenged ballot is decided,"
and explored the possibilities of
what might happen if the ballot
were approved and were cast in
favor of AAUP.
Edwards was quoting in the
Saturday Oregon Statesman as
saying that the faculty would
have to wait a year under state
law to have another election if the
final vote ended in a tie.
Anderson stated, however, that
"We have some reason to think
the board (OERB) might permit
another election before the 12month period was up. The 12month policy is not a law or a
board policy, it is just a board
practice."
The main thing Anderson

stressed was that "We do not
have a bargaining agent until the
matter has been resolved."
There are still some roadblocks
in
the
way
of
collective
bargaining. Either with or
without the tie, the college ad
ministration could refuse to
recognize either AAUP or AFT as
the bargaining agent.
And
although the two could possibly
form a bargaining coalition,
there is no guarantee that the
administration would accept that
either.
Another possible roadblock
would be if the State Board of
Higher Education appealed a
Court of Appeals decision to the
state Supreme Court. OERB,
formerly the Public Employes
Relations Board, decided last
year that collective bargaining
representation should be by in
dividual local units. That decision
was challenged by the State
Board.
The case remained snagged in
the Court of Appeals for some
time, but was finally dismissed.
There is the possibility, however,
that once an agent has been
selected, the State Board could
still appeal the PERB decision.

Student catalog planned
With the major problems
finally worked out, the ASOCAE
student register - directory is
ready to get off the ground. The
cards will be put in the students
packets during finals week and
Christmas vacation. When the
student picks up his packet to get
his fees assessed in the OPE gym
he can drop off the cards in
special colored boxes in the gym.

will pay nothing to receive a
copy. This brings up the problem
of distribution. There is no way
for anyone to make certain that
the person who picks up a
register - directory is in fact a
student and not someone who will
use the directory for his own
purposes, such as a solicitor. It
was felt that there would be too
much of a hassle to have a person
check student body cards before
Because of the nature of the a copy could be picked up, plus
student register - directory and the fact that this would limit
the free access to it by anyone, the places that the register would
the communications Committee be distributed and would entail
has meticulously gone through additional costs.
The cards will be collected the
the plans and tried to anticipate
any problems that could come up first week of winter term and
now and in the future. It was felt then alphabetized and typed up
by ASOCE that the students for distribution by the end of
should be warned about some of January. During spring term a
the
problems
the
student similar service will be set up for
might incur by having his name those students who didn't get
their names in the first time such
in the register.
Since this is a free service as transfer students or those who
sponsored by ASOCE, the student pre registered late.

It has not yet been decided
whether or not cards will again
be put in student packets or will
be available in the ASOCE office.
The register - directory will be
available at the ASOCE office, in
the Administration building and
in the HSS building. If the turnout
is at all successful the service
will be continued next year. It is
hoped that a majority of the
students will take advantage of
this service and fill out their
cards. kkThis is an invaluable
service that is being provided for
the students at their request.
There is no other place on
campus where the student can go
to find out names, addresses
and phone numbers without a big
hassle," said Senator Michelle
Wardrip.
Students having any questions
about the student - register directory may contact Wardrip
through the ASOCE office.

Undecided majors not uncommon
By LEE KELLEY
Lamron staff

Are vou a freshman or
sophomore who is still undecided
as to what your college major will
be? Or do you presently have a
major that "you're having second
thoughts about sticking with?
Don't let it get you down too
much, said Jack Rye. Director of
Graduate Programs.
Rye said that some 80 OCE
freshmen this year have un
declared majors and many
others are probably going to
change majors before they
graduate.
Rye mentioned that in many
other colleges beginning fresh
men are almost left no choice but
to pick some major, whether or
not they feel ready to make such
a decision.
Many college admission forms
immediately ask the new student
to list his major, and according to
Rve many kids just from high
school haven't moved that far
along the route to self identity to
be able to firmly answer that
question.
That is why Rye is glad to see
that OCE has an alternative, in
the form of the Liberal Arts
curriculum
Through the liberal arts
program students can take a
variety of classes to explore
different career areas before
they actually decide on a major
Rye emphasized, however, that
this shouldn't be just a helterskelter jumping back and forth
from one area to another, but a
well
organized
exploration
process.
Rye feels that faculty advisers
who are understanding of the
situation of the student who is
still
undecided
are
very
beneficial and he believes that
most, if not all, of the Liberal
Arts advisers are in this
category.
Rye said that such advisers can

often reassure students that it is
okay to be undecided and in some
cases keep students
from
dropping out.
Rve sees tfie college experience
itself as an influence toward a
person's career goals, not on y
through the classes a student
takes but also from person-toperson interaction between a
student and his professors and
alse other students.
Through the Liberal Arts
curriculum a student is pointed in
a direction that will, besides
portraying a varied scope o
career areas, also fulfill most
general education requirements.
This is done so that when a
student does decide on a major,
and most do by the end of heir
freshman or early into their
sophomore year, the class cre<Jlts
he has earned may be applied to
U

fU •
Rye mentioned, however, that
some more technical fields, such
as engineering, do require more
specific courses.
If you're an undergraduate who
had originally decided on a major
but are now in the process of
changing to a different one,
you're in the majority. According
to past national surveys, six out
of every ten undergraduates will
change their majors at least
once.
.
As to whether this trend is
paralleled at OCE is uncertain,
since no data has yet been
compiled.
According to Bill Venema of
the OCE counseling staff, the
public schools are beginning to
put more emphasis on career
education. And in Venema's view
this is not just for the obvious
purpose of finding a job field, but
also for the more introspective
process of allowing a student to
find out who he really is.
This career exploration con
tinues on the college level for
most persons.

.
vpnema suited for them, and even mort
mor
Sneaking personally, Venema basically whether or not
a
According to Venema the said that if he were a freshmen,
teaching major itself was their
counseling offices work m
he would be hesitant to choose a "bag," is thru taking Ed 363.
tensively with people on a oae
major if it meant limiting himself
Learning and Instruction'in the
one basis in order to cover the to one career area.
Intermediate and
,
Secondary
individualized needs of each
If a student is considering Schools (Secondary Block for
looking into a career area dif^Dueto the state of the economy ferent from his major but still short) is a requirement f0r all
and poor job market; Venema available through OCE courses those wanting to become jUni0r
notes that he has often seen he may either persona ly or wi h or senior high teachers.
students who seem aPa'h®11^ the help of a counselor get in
Ed 363 is a one term course that
about the future and what it has touch with those faculty memb- puts a good deal of emphasis on
to offer them.
bers best able to answer his first hand experience in the
"People sometimes see job questions about that career area. public schools, to the tune of t\y0
choices for themselves as pretty % he is considering an oc hours per day in either a Salem
narrow and limited, and my role cupation not covered by the OCE Independence, Monmouth, 0!1
as counselor is to help students curriculum the counseling office Dallas school, with students from
explore a large variety of op can help put the student in con grades five to 12.
tact with an outside school or
tions," he said.
person from which he can g
The counseling center can also
information.
conduct aptitude and interest
Venema said that OCE, with its
tests to help a student see the emphasis on teacher education
areas for which he is most suited. (half of all OCE students are in
Yet, Venema said, the final this area), is a fairly career
decision must obviously be left up oriented college in that it is
to the student.
preparing students for a specific
Students, faculty and staff
Venema
felt
that
many occupation rather than just a
members on the college payroll
students coming from small rural
wishing to receive their W-2
communities (as is the case with general degree.
Venema feels that most OCE statements for income tax
many at OCE) may have fewer
insights into a larger number ot students like to see themselves purposes without delay should be
specific job types than their city- working toward a specific career certain that the payroll clerk in
goal rather than just attending the business office has their
raised counterparts.
Another
factor
Venema college for the "educational current address.
Those who plan to move before
mentioned was that
many experience." He also added that
students today don't really know students obviously don't attend the forms are mailed in
OCE
on
the
basis
of
its
nightlife
what their paren'ts jobs are
December are asked to submit
or weekend activities.
the address which will be ef
actually like.
Venema believes that while fective at that time.
students
in
teacher
Venema saw nothing wrong most
Those who do not plan to move,
with changing majors as a education are aware of the but who do move before the forms
problems
in
locating
teaching
student's attitudes and interests
are mailed, should notify the
change, pointing out that ac positions, that today people seem payroll clerk of their new address
more
willing
to
take
the
risk
and
cording to statistics most people
as soon as possible.
will average four major oc go for a teaching degree.
He
mentioned,
however,
that
cupational changes in their
many are taking a broader
There are no finer
lifetime.
He did, however, mention that background of courses in order to
diamond rings
"major hopping" can become be able to have a chance at a
financially costly to the student wider range of teaching jobs.
Roger
Kershner
of
the
after a time, and can often mean
additional terms or years added education department said that
to a student's college experience one way teacher education
if he makes a change late in the students were helped to define
what area of teaching was best
game.

Address
needed

Debate tournament here Dec. 12, 13
by KIM CARTER
Lamron staff

Nearly 600 students from more
than 50 Oregon high schools are
expected to participate in OCE's
annual Invitational High School
Debate Tournament next Friday
and Saturday.
Classrooms in most buildings
on the campus will be used for the
speech events, according to
speech coach, Marion Rossi.
The events are cross ex
amination
debate,
ex
temporaneous speaking, oratory
or persuasive speaking, in
terpretive reading and ex
pository speaking.
Individual trophies will be
awarded to the first three places
in senior and junior divisions of
five speech events.
Junior and senior sweepstakes
trophies will be awarded to the
first three places in senior and
junior divisions of five speech
events.
Junior and senior sweepstakes

Correction
The Lamron incorrectly
reported last week that
Eastern
Oregon
State
College was dropping all
sports except football and
basketball. It received
word early this week,
however, that this action is
only under consideration
by the college. No definite
decisions have been made.

Page 2

trophies will be awarded tdo the
schools placing first, second and
third in all events.
A grand sweepstakes, the
Brent Jones Memorial revolving
trophy, will be given to the
school with the most points in
both the junior and senior
divisions. Jones was an out
standing speech student at OCE
who was killed in a car wreck in
Salem in 1973.
Bicentennial Youth Debate is
the baby of the Speech Com
munication Association. Sup
ported by a grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities, BYD offers every
student throughout the nation a
chance to join the celebration of
our naton's 200th year.
Three
members
of
the
Bicentennial Youth Debate from
this area met here at OCE Dec. 5.
OCE's speech team hosted
Oregon State and Willamette
University in a discussion of
issues which have confronted the
development of the United States
as a nation.
Friday's topic was "Resolved:
American political parties are
dominated by the socioeconomic

elites." OCE's team fared well,
with three of the speakers win
ning honors to speak at the
regional
tournament
at
Sacramento.
Andrea
Kleve,
Brenda Getchell and Karen
Hoppas will represeent OCE in
extemporaneous
speaking,
persuasive speaking and debate,
respectively.
According to speech coach
Marion Rossi, if the students get
superior ratings in the sectional
and regional tournaments, they
will qualify for the National
Tournament in Washington, D.C.
"If the students continue to do
well," Rossi said, "there is a
possibility of monetary rewards,
such as at the regional contest -first place will be worth a $6000
educational grant."
Over Thanksgiving vacation,
students from OCE attended the
Western Speech Tournament at
Bellingham, Washington.
Of the different groups from
Arizona, California, Utah, Idaho,
South
Dakota,
Montana,
Wyoming,
Minnesota,
Washington, and Oregon, OCE
had a better turnout than any
other school in the four events,

ELEVEN POSITIONS
TO BE FILLED!!
Contact ASOCE office
for more information

extemporaneous, expository, and
oratory
speaking
and
in
terpretive reading.
Six of the eleven OCE students,
Ken Hermens, Curt Martin, Tim
Christenson, Dennis Day, Brenda
Getchell and Denise Robey,
placed in the finals, either in
fourth, fifth or sixth position.
Some of the same students and
others attended the Lewis and
Clark speech tournament the
same weekend. Robey placed
first in interpretive reading,
Martin rook third in ex
temporaneous speaking and Brad
Sparks was fourth in oratory.

TIMELESS

Permanent registration, loss
protection, perfect quality
assured by Keepsake

Keepsake'
Registered Diamond Rings

IT0L JEWELRY
363-2828
315 Court N.E.
Salem

Rings from S100 to $10,000

Tradt M«k «

Christmas Jewelry
: Earrings . . . $ 1 9 8 t o $ 2"
: Pens
$ 2"
Necklaces. . $298 to $798
Ladies All Leather Billfolds

c j9
4

Several Colors to choose from

Ladies Purses

$ 7 98

uP

Crider's Dept. Store
Monmouth
la*"

Rookie skiier experiences thrill of the hill
by DENA MINATO

Assistant editor

Avid skners I've known always
told me about the thrills of their
sport, and said, "You'll have to
go sometime." However no one
ever offered to take me, until my
roommate decided she .was going
to teach me how to ski.
Not even owning my own pair
of levis, I had to comb the entire
city of Monmouth to get together
a skiing outfit. I borrowed things
from people I didn't even
know. In the end I had talked
nine people out of one or more of
their belongings to take up to the
mountain with me. My outfit

came from an area stretching
from Monmouth to Oregon City
Not wanting to get all the way
up to Mt. Hood and be lacking an
item I needed, I decided to take a
trial run two days before the ski
trip and put on my entire outfit.
Besides the fact that I looked like
a complete idiot running around
bundled up like an Antarctic
explorer, everything seemed to
go together well.
I was set-I was now bound and
determined
to
become
a
champion skiier. I had a great
send off from my compatriots
here at school. They were all sure
that I would come back with
either a broken leg or a broken
arm or both.

Cards still available
in Humanities classes
Some
courses
in
the
Humanities Department are still
open for students who have not
pre-registered
or for
those
needing more hours.
Lower division classes in which
cards are still available include
Eng. 106, Poetry, at 10 MWF,
Eng. 110, Introduction to Lan
guage Study, at 10 MWF, TA
244, Scenecraft, at 10 MWF and
TA 245, Lighting, at 1 MWF.
Students interested in taking the
theater arts courses are en
couraged to see Dr. Allen Adams.
Open upper division classes
include Speech 323, Group
Discussion Processes at 9:30
TTh, Speech 439g, Contemporary

With such resounding support
and confidence from my friends I
felt destined to do fantastically.
Since my roommate had shown
, me how to fall and how to position
my feet soI wouldn't go too fast,I
felt totally prepared.
Getting up at six in the morning
Speech Communication, 7-10 p.m. I thought we'd be on the slopes
on Tuesday (see Dr. Robert
(by this time I was starting to
Martin), Writing 414, Advanced pick up some of the ski jargon) by
Composition,
(see
Robert 9 a.m. I've never been more
Baker), TA 414g, Children's wrong about anything before.
Theater, 7-10 p.m. on Thursday,
Heading up the mountain after
(see Robert Page), Eng. 490, a few minor delays I decided that
Development of the English it wouldn't be so bad if we didn't
Language at 1 MWF, (see Dr. get started until io a.m. After all,
Gordon Clark) and TA 459, Play I was going to learn everything so
Production, 4:30-7 on Wednesday
quickly anyway it wouldn't
(see Dr. Allen Adams).
matter if we were a little later
Openings also exist in many than previously planned.
other courses in literature,
After three cars in front of ours
language
and
philosophy had slid into the snow bank and
religion. Students should see the traffic had come to a halt, I
either the instructors named realized that it was going to be
above
or
the
humanities even a little bit later before I
department secretary in HSS 312. would get to attach those two long

sticks to my feet. My enthusiasm
still had not faded too much.
About the time I looked out the
window of the little Toyota I was
peacefully sitting in 'while we
waited for the cars to get going
again and saw a huge, gigantic
mobile home sliding towards us
with no intention of stopping, I
began to be just a little bit less
enthusiastic about learning to ski
and more concerned about
staying alive.
While my roommate debated
on jumping out or not, I just sat
and watched the mostrous thing
slide into our poor innocent little
car. By the sound of the crash and
the force of the impact we were
sure the car was totaled.
However, the car had survived
and we continued in our ad
venture, though now I wonder
how we could have been so
persistent.
By the time we recovered from
our wreck and were again
moving toward our destination

my enthusiasm had definitely
diminished. I now was in total
agreement with those pessimists
back at home who had predicted
my return in a cast.
At l p.m. I was finally standing
at the top ot a hill which looked so
long. I started imagining what it
was going to be like hobbling
around campus on crutches.
Getting the basic snowplough
down, I discovered that it wasn't
so hard. Maybe I wouldn't break
any bones after all!
After an afternoon of falling
down, and getting up and falling
down again,Ihad caught the bug.
I now understood why people
spent lots of money and went out
in freezing weather just to slide
down the hill and ride a chair lift
back up only to zip down the hill
again.
Coming back to Monmouth and
proving all those soothsayers
wrong, I informed them that
skiing was great and they'd
"have to go sometime."

CES gives program
Campus Elementary School
will sponsor a free Christmas
program at 7:30 p.m. Dec. 16 in
the Music Hall Auditorium.
The
Campus
Elementary
School Band, a combined band of
beginners
and
advanced
students, will lead off the
program with "Jingle Bells,"
"Christmas Bells," and "Jolly
Old St. Nicholas."
The String Trio will perform,
but the selections will be an
nounced at a later date. The

quartet will sing "What Child is
This?"
A Christmas Carol, written by
Charles Dickens, will be per
formed by Bob Ogan's room. The
room adapted the play.
The
Campus
Elementary
singers will sing "Silent Night,"
"Mary's Little Boychild," "Still,
Still, Still," and "Winter Won
derland."
All OCE students, faculty and
staff members are invited to
attend.
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We
appreciate
your
business
very much.

PLANTS FOR CHRISTMAS
Poinsettia
Plants

See our new plant display rack and pick out your
Christmas Gifts from our wide selection.

5-9 blooms
Foil Wrapped

The Market Place

A GIFT
SUGGESTION: Each

2.99

421 Main St., Monmouth
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Soccer Club self-supporting

Lamron

by SCOTT NAGEL
Guest Columnist

Established in 1923

Opinion

Power limit needed
The ASOCE S e n a t e d e f e a t e d s e n a t e bills o n e a n d
t w o last w e e k a n d s e n t t h e m back t o their author,
t h e Board of Administration, for further w o r k .
While t h e bills did h a v e their flaws, t h e principles
behind t h e bills a r e badly n e e d e d a n d t h e y should
b e p a s s e d o n c e t h e y a r e revised.
SB 1 would limit t h e ratio of s e n a t o r s t o board
m e m b e r s sitting o n t h e Board of Administration.
This bill is t h e m o s t important of t h e t w o , b e c a u s e
it is a n a t t e m p t t o k e e p student g o v e r n m e n t
divided into s e p a r a t e branches. Just a s t h e
S u p r e m e Court, t h e judicial branch of t h e United
States, is s u p p o s e d l y not t o b e controlled by
C o n g r e s s , n e i t h e r s h o u l d BOA, OCE s judicial
branch, b e controlled in S e n a t e . O n c e s e n a t o r s
b e g a n t o d o m i n a t e t h e board o n e might a s w e l l
just h a v e o n e governing body. W e realize this h a s
not y e t h a p p e n e d , but t h e bill is a n a t t e m p t t o
avoid a sticky situation in t h e future.
The s e c o n d bill, w h i l e not a s paramount a s t h e
first, is a l s o important. It w o u l d limit t h e number of
s e n a t o r s o n t h e financial a n d social boards.
Neither board currently h a s m o r e than o n e
senator, but t h e bill would insure that t h e p o w e r
elite" in student g o v e r n m e n t d o e s not b e c o m e
m o r e concentrated. Due t o t h e limit of s t u d e n t s
willing t o work in g o v e r n m e n t , o n e c a n n o t a v o i d
having a natural elite", but t h e r e is n o n e e d t o
intensify t h e problem.

Campus forumm<m>
Club's s u c c e s s v e r i f i e d
To the editor:

In
last
week's
article
"Philosophy Triumphs," it was
stated that the soccer club had
experienced success in its
program although OCE does not
give out scholarships to lure
supposedly superior players to
OCE on the basis of athletic
ability. It also mentioned that Dr.
Livingston
should
not
be
overlooked, for he has done much
to maintain that unique sports
program at OCE.
Although Dr. Livingston has
done much for the sports
program at OCE, it should be
pointed out that has nothing to do
with the success of the soccer
club at OCE. Everybody should
know by now the soccer club is

Executive Board

not affiliated with the PE
department
in
any
way.
Therefore the success of this
program should not be given to
Dr. Livingston or any other
member of the P.E. department.
The soccer club exists because
students at OCE have come out
every week to play soccer on
their own time. Expenses are
paid by these individuals and the
credit should be given to them not anybody else.
Until Dr. Livingston recognizes
that soccer should become an
official sport at OCE, I would
appreciate that his name be left
off of any articles dealing with
the soccer club.
Sincerely,
Cal Fagan

ASOCE MEETINGS
7:30p.m.

ASOCE Workroom
Mondays
£: Senate
3p.m. to 5p.m.
Oregon Room
every other Monday
College Center
|:j: Social Board
7 p.m. Thursday
ASOCE Workroom
8 Financial Board
Wednesday
ASOCE Workroom
8 a.m.
Board of Administration
no time set
ASOCE Workroom
All meetings are open to the public.

S

The OCE Lamron .s a student newspaper published at noon Thursdays except durinq
exam week and vacation per.ods fall, winter and spring terms The Lamron is not
published dur.ng summer session The Lamron is published by the Associated Students of
Oregon College of Education and printed by the Polk County Itemizer Observer
The ed.tonal columns of the Lamron represent the opinion of the newspaper's editors
The Lamron represents no faction of this college, the college itself or its student body
Letters submitted to the editor must carry the signature and address of the writer Letters
should be no longer than 300 words, typewritten on one s.de of page and double spaced
Anonymous letters will not be accepted All letters are subject to abridgement Under
most circumstances thank you letters and poetry will not be published
Nme month subscription rate is $3.50.
Address College Center, Monmouth, Ore 97361. Telephone 838 1171 or 838 1220 ext. 347.
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his day off, and the entire club
appreciates it.

The only thing the Physical
Plant has given the Soccer Club is
hassles. Field sites, pitch con
ditions and goalposts all conrie
under the jurisdiction of this
dastardly organization. Look at
the present conditions and judge
their efficiency for yourself!
The Soccer Club is almost

This club is held together only
by love for the game and a
love for each other. They are not
afraid to show their emotions on
the field, as evident by the
numerous hugs and broad
beaming smiles after every g0a]
and every game. Each player is
devoted to the game and the club
and their dedication is visible in
their overall 8-0 record. Coach
Abraham Demissie and Advisor
Frank Balke are the^individuals
responsible for organizing and
maintaining the Soccer Club's
identity ; unfortunately they have
come this far without receiving
proper recognition. Both have
many other interests outside
soccer, yet manage to devote
enough time to produce an ef
ficient
organization
while
maintaining a club-like at
mosphere.
When the OCE Soccer Club
takes the field, they are confident
in themselves and the fans. The
crowds continue to swell, and
show no inhibitions in expressing
their pleasure at the matches.
Their reinforcement only acts to
encourage the club to further
delight the loyal multitude.
During the last home match an
enthusiastic crowd withstood a
torrential downpour to watch the
OCE club demolish the team
from Willamette 8-1. To these
people we are indebted - John
Sparks,
Glenn
Hampton,
Abraham
Demissie,
Frank
Balke,
the soccer players
themselves, and most of all the
OCE fans. If credit is to bestowed
on anyone, these people should be
the recipients, not the likes of Dr.
the
Athletic
Livingston,
Department or the Physical
Plant.

The "Philosophy triumphs"
article published in last week s
Lamron is sure to raise a conflict
among those students close to the
OCE Soccer Club. The gist of the
article is that despite a small
budget, OCE is able to field not
winning teams, but undefeated
"teams" in such outstanding completely self sofficient supsports as football, soccer and porting itself through ASOCE
bowling. The article goes further assistance, fund raising projects
to imply that the obvious success and private donations. Many
of these "teams" is due to ASOCE officers have made
athletic
director
Robert herculean efforts to transfer the
Livingston's
"unique
sports club to the athletic department,
program"
of
"scholar- and then have given the club
athletes," no athletic scholar enough money to pay their league
fees when the transfer did not
ships and small budgets.
The OCE sports program is occur. Their patience and help
indeed unique, but not in the will hopefully not go unrewarded
manner suggested by this article. this time around.
Did you know that club
The football team's "small
budget" approximates $20,000 members pay their own way on
annually, a sizable sum not to be road trips, or that the lime used
scoffed at. Meanwhile the Soccer in lining the pitch is bought and
Club (not "team" as claimed by applied by members of the club?
the author of this article) con All this happens under the
tinues to survive on a miniscule assumed auspices of the OCE
Education
Depart
budget of $200-$300 per year. The Physical
unique side of the Soccer Club is ment. I say that is so much bunk!
In being forced to remain a
the inte'rest shown by its mem
bers. The same group of players club, the soccer society has
practice every Monday, Wed purchased its own uniforms,
nesday and Thursday afternoons. which even now are not complete.
They
receive
no financial Soccer socks and shoes are
assistance from the Physical bought on an individual basis at
Education Department, nor help retail prices. Can any other
from the Physical Plant. Indeed "team" make a valid claim to
the only assistance given to the suffrage under these prejudices?
club comes from business ad The Soccer Club does not even
minister John Sparks and OCE own a single game ball, whereas
the football team must have
employee Glenn Hampton.
Prior to the season opener, the dozens. Instead, balls owned by
Soccer Club was faced with one those
members
interested
major difficulty: it had no enough to have their own are
playing field. The baseball team used.
had successfully purloined the
club's original fullsize pitch
(field), leaving the club high and
dry, something they are not now.
The OCE Club's O.I.S.A. matches
are consequently held in the
quagmire the football team uses
as a practice field. The club has
no adequate fullsize pitch to play
its league matches on, much less Editor's note: There are ap
to practice on.
proximately
60
Micronesian
The question of goalposts was students attending OCE. Joe
resolved only two days before the Calvo, a student from the
season opener when John Sparks Marianas District, wrote the
stepped in to halt the hems and following article to acquaint the
haws of the Physical Plant. It general student body with the
seems the good folks in the culture of his country.
Physical Plant could not con
struct a goalmouth of rounded
by JOE CALVO
steel piping for safety reasons.
For the Lamron
The football team's goalposts are
Micronesia is the name for the
made of heavy steel, as are those islands in the Pacific East of the
supporting the field hockey Philippines and North of the
teams nets, yet the Soccer Club Equator. The word "Micro" is
has been denied the use of derived from the Greek word
rounded steel goals "for reasons "mikros" meaning small, thus
of safety." If international rules implying
the
name
small
were applicable here, the con islands. There are two-thousand
troversy would never have oc some islands throughout this
curred, because international region with many of them
rules dictate rigid conformity. uninhabited. This vast region is
Nevertheless the Soccer Club is about the size of the United States
grateful to John Sparks for in with one-third its and mass.
terrupting the bureaucratic blues
Furthermore, one needs to
of the Physical Plant and ob understand that Micronesia is
taining the goals for the club.
divided into six groups of
Glenn Hampton is another islands or districts as it is called.
overlooked individual. He arrives This makes a particular island or
promptly one hour before every
a group of islands easily ac
home
game
to
distribute cessible, and possible to locate on
uniforms,
tape,
and
en
couragement. Afterwards he a map. The districts are as
patiently mops the dressing room follows: Marianas District, Truk
clean of any and all traces of mud District, Yap District, Palau
tracked in by the club members. District, Ponape District and the
He is rarely able to leave before Marshall Islands District.
The notable differences one
five o'clock, and this being done
might find among the districts
on what is considered his day off
Glenn does all he can for the club, are the languages, the cultures
even to the extent of sacrificing and traditions of the people. The
prime reason for such an oc
currence is the several hundred
LAMRON STAFF
Editor
miles of water that separate
Cecilia Stiles
Asst Editor
Dena Minato
these districts.
Business Manager
Cris Vaughan
For example, a person from
Asst. Business Mgr
Gary Grissom
Spirts Edi,or
Steve Geiger
Truk cannot communicate with a
Staff
Pat Stimac, Terri Schmidt
person from Ponape by using his
Lee Kelley Lynda Yantis. Tom Wallown language. They have to
M°"bQ,9er' Kim Carter.
speak Japanese if both happened
L'S0 H0n7: C°'F°9-.
Photograph,rf
Brian Knutson
to be youths prior to World War
YOU"9
Circulation Mgr
^
II.
Micronesia
was
under
*
Alice Crino
Japanese Mandate in the 1930's
and early '40's.

Micronesians united
despite differences
Now most of the young people
could speak to one another in
English. The schools are based on
the
American
system of
education and English is used in
the classrooms but they have bi
lingual education as well.
They try to stress the usage of
the native language of that
particular district at an early age
in the schools. One might be able
to hear the difference in the
languages by listening to people
from different districts speak
Every district has a language
that is unique from the rest.
The cultures and traditions of
the
districts
are
qujte
distinguishable. Some societies
have kept much of their cultural
heritage which is passed from
generation to generation. Other
societies are going through
changes that have changed much
of the culture in the more lD"
fluenced areas.
One good example is tje
Marianas District. It is in tl1(j
process of changing its form 01
government. It is seeking a
Commonwealth form of govern
ment like that of Puerto RlC0
The end result would be a c^e
political affiliation with ®
United States. This would bring
multitude of changes, not only ®
the political aspect but also
social and economic aspectsa
well.
Most of the districts, however
are still traditional in their way
a s well a s their beliefs. Tnj
would rather keep much of tn
old ways than to be absorbed
these "new ways".
j0
In essence these differences
not divide Micronesians 1

different people. They have
strong sense of unity and mj>
obligation toward one an°
which derive from a comn1
ancestry.
la*'of

a

No. 3 in the nation
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OCE football team ends best season ever

by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor
The OCE football team finished its finest season
in school history last Saturday afternoon in
Kingsville, Texas, losing to defending national
champions Texas A&I but finishing the season 9-1
and rated third in the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics.
Thirty seven points separated the two teams
when the final gun sounded, but the score in no
way indicated either the type of game OCE played
nor the type of season that the Wolves had.
For the first time in 26 years an OCE team had
got through its schedule without a single loss or tie
-- going 9-0-0. The last team to have done so was
the 1949 Wolves, who were 9-0-0.
But this year's 9-0-0 team was a little special. It
was the first time OCE had ever gone to the
national playoffs and since the game was against
the defending NAIA champions it put OCE in the
national public eye.
The trip to Texas was the reward that the team
earned by winning all of its regularly scheduled
games and being both the Evergreen Conference
champions and the number one rated team in the
entire Northwest. The trip, which featured Texan
hospitality from the time the OCE team landed in
Corpus Christi to the time they took off for Oregon
again, was an experience not likely to be forgotten
by the coaches and players, not to mention the
entire OCE campus.
When the team landed in Corpus Christi it was
greeted by the Corpus Christi mayors and
chamber of commerce and officials of the NAIA,
and were also greeted by a brass band at the
airport.
The game itself didn't reflect the type of season
that OCE had. The Javelina's (pronounced
havaleena's) had 533 total yards and 24 first downs
to 105 yards and 8 first downs for the Wolves.
But it has to be remembered that OCE was
playing in front of more than 10,000 Texas A&I
fans and that starting quarterback Tom Horn, who
had more than 1,200 total yards before the game,
was injured early in the first quarter..
But excuses are one thing that neither the OCE
football team nor anyone else is about to make.
They were out-manned in the game, it was as
simple as that.
But the story of how OCE came to play the
Javelina's is a totally different story. It's the story
of how OCE led the Evergreen Conference in total
offense and both the Evergreen Conference and
the entire Northwest in total defense. It was the
story of slim wins of 13-7, 13-6 and the story of big
wins, such as 44-24 or 39-0.
The biggest story of the season is the one where
Tom Horn threw a simple eleven yard touchdown
pass to Bill Hilderbrand with four seconds to go in
the Wolves' ninth game to beat Puget Sound 30-27
and complete the regular season undefeated.
The first game of the season was against OCE's
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perennial rivals - the Linfield Wildcats of
McMinnville. A lot of people showed up in
"Wildcat Country" that 27th day of September, a
sunny afternoon when OCE beat Linfield 13-6
Everyone on the OCE side of the field were ready
for a good battle and for OCE to "Upset" Linfield
After all, last fall Linfield was the Northwest team
that took a trip back east and lost in the NAIA
playoffs. So the OCE followers were high for the
first game and the fever reached its highest peak
during the last four seconds of the final game,
against Puget Sound, when Horn threw the fairy
tale touchdown pass.
As far as individual stars go, OCE came up with
some "expected" team leaders and a few relative
surprises. Horn, a senior, led the team to the 9-0
record and even though OCE was led by its
defense in most games, it was Horn's experience
and cool head in situations like the one against
Puget Sound that ultimately made OCE the top
team around.
He had help of course, from veterans tight end
Steve Sears, flanker Ray Nix and running backs
Dan Westendorf and Ken Ball. But a few new
names popped up on the scene to help the Wolves'
cause along -- names such as Greg Shewbert, the
team's super-frosh who led OCE in rushing, kickoff and punt returns and was second in scoring and
total offense, behind Horn.
Two other freshmen were surprises, Mark Ross
and Mark Smith.
Ross is a fullback from Medford who was third
on the team in rushing and fourth in both total
offense and scoring. Smith, Ross' high school
teammate in Medford, was the leading pass
receiver on the team this year with 27 catches for
437 total yards and three touchdowns, Ross rushed
for 249 yards and 4.1 yards a carry, while Smith
had 15.5 yards a catch.
Defensively, the Wolves got their leadership
from the players from whom they expected it to
come. Head coach Bill McArthur said at the
beginning of the year that he could field a letterman at every position on the defensive team.
The main stimuli were linebacker Randy
Shipley and defensive ends Larry Monagon and
Steve Goodfellow, all three of whom were named
both all-district and all-league. Other defensive
stars were Terry Houck, Gary Johnson and Steve
Wilson, who were all named all-league along with
Shipley, Monagon and Goodfellow. Abe Ahsing,
Bob Doltar, Tom Harrington and Paul Fiskum
also all did their share of the work defensively.
OCE was blessed with good specialty teams,
featuring one of the best punters around, Keith
Morgan, who averaged just under 40 yards a kick.
Morgan could be double-trouble to opposing teams
in punting situations as he pulled off three fake
punts this year, one against Texas A&I last
weekend, for a total of three rushes for 61 total
rushing yards over 20 yards per run. Morgan also
played safety for the defensive squad and held

down that job-for the second straight year-very
well. Sophomore Rick Bauersfeld did an excellent
job throughout the season on downfield tackling
for the punting and kicking teams.

Next year's team will naturally be a topic for
conversation during the next nine months, just as
this year's team had been from November of '74
until the Linfield game last September.
This year's team had lost only about a halfdozen players and, with the return of Horn after a
year's absence, figured to be a great team all the
way through the season.
Next year's team will be without Horn, Sears,
Nix and other senior team leaders who will be lost
to graduation. But coming back will be Horn's
back-up at quarterback, Mike Bridges, who
started all during last season as a freshman, along
with Westendorf, who started at fullback for the
second consecutive year this season, plus
Shewbert, Ross, Smith, Monagon, Shipley and the
like.
Needless to say, next year's team has a much
harder road ahead of it than this team did. It will
not be as good talent-wise and will have to put up
with being the team that everyone wants to knock
off.
But, with the adversity the Wolves will no doubt
face, they should be able to win their second
Evergreen Conference Championship in as many
years and win as many as seven or eight games.
The chances of going undefeated again may be
slim, however, because the team will not have the
magic combination of circumstances that this
year's team had--the return of Horn, the loss of
only a few players and some surprising freshmen.
One thing that may hold them back is the fact
that they play Linfield in McMinnville again in the
second season game and at Portland State in the
season's seventh game. With Linfield no doubt
looking forward to avenge its loss to OCE this year
and Portland State being one of the best teams in
the state, if not the best, the road toward another
undefeated season could be mighty tough.
But don't underestimate next year's team. With
the leadership of McArthur, with the return of
stars such as Shipley, Monagon and Shewbert and
with whatever new-freshman and transfer
'students pop up next year, anything could happen.
If a guy in a community college wants to play
football, what better place to transfer to than a
friendly college like OCE, which just happens to
have a brand new "undefeated team" label to it
and one of the most successful and most respected
coaches in the Northwest?
Only time will tell what kind of a team OCE will
have next year. Only time could tell what kind of a
team the college would have this year, but, after 26
years of waiting for an undefeated season, ap
parently the time was just right for this year's
squad.
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From the Stands
Congratulations, guys
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports Editor
Well, OCE football team, on behalf of the
students and faculty OCE we find it more than
appropriate at this time to extend a hearty
congratulations.
Congratulations! Congratulations on one fine
season and for ending the campaign as the best
Northwest small college team and the third best

Photo by Bob Alber

THAT'S THE BREAKS •• Senior quarterback Tom Horn looks rather bored as he is forced to t
most of last Saturday's game against Texas A & I because of a knee mjury sustained in
first
quarter. Last Saturday was Horn's last appearance as an OCE football player and he goes out as
of the best players in OCE history.

Super coach' McArthur
ends another super season
The easiest way to tell whether
or not a football coach has been
successful in his coaching career
is to look at career wins. If a
coach has coached his teams to
100 or more wins over the years,
then he's considered a successful
coach.
Coaching 100 winning games is
universally accepted as standard
for coaching excellence because
either the coach has coached so
many winning teams during his
years that they added seven or
eight wins a year to just a few
losses or else he's good enough to
stay with the team over a long
period of time and eventually win
his 100.
OCE Head Football Coach Bill
McArthur surpassed the 100
mark five years ago and, with the
help of nine wins this season, is on
his way to his second 100 wins.
Before the start of the season,
McArthur's 27 year coaching
record at OCE was 126-96-5, a .568
winning percentage. With a 9-1
season in 1975, he's now 135-97-5
over the years, for a .582 per
centage

championships
5-0 and 6-3-2. In 1949 he guided the Conference
team to a 9-0-0- record and after a behind him, from 1950 to 1969. All
6-2 1950 year he had his second in all, he's had 14 winning
undefeated year, a 6-0-1 in 1951. seasons, seven losing seasons and
The least amount of games his three undefeated seasons. He's
teams have lost since then were also had seven .500 seasons.
His 100th win ever was in 1970
seasons of 6-2 in 1966, 7-2 in 1968
when OCE beat Oregon Tech 41and 8-2 in 1971.
This year was the first time 12. In only 65 more wins (a little
OCE won the Evergreen Con more than seven more 9-0
ference championship. McArthur seasons), McArthur will have his
also has ten Oregon Collegiate 200 wins.

Mac's coaching record
OCE Heod Football Coach
cooching record at OCE.
Year
1-1947
2 1948
3 1949
4-1950
5 1951
6-1952
7 1953
8 1954
9-1955
10-1956
11 1957
12 1958

W-L-T
3-5-0
6-3-2
9-0-0
6-2-0
6-0-1

3-3-0
4-4-0
4-4-0
34-0
5 3-0
5-4-0

Champs

Bill

McArthur's

Lifetime Pctg.
W-L-T
3 5-0
9-8-2
18-8 -2

Oregon CC
24 10-2
Oregon CC
30-10-3
Oregon CC
33-13-3
Oregon CC
37-17-3
OCC (with OTI)
41-21-3
Dr. McArthur on sabbatical
44-25-3
Oregon CC
49-28-3
54-32-3

13-1959
14-1960
15-1961
16-1962
17-1963
18-1964
19 1965
20-1966
21-1967
22-1968
23-1969
24 1970
25-1971
26-1972
27-1973
28-1974
29-1975

1-7-0
3-5-0
4-4-0
4-4-0
3-6-0
1-6-0

5-3-1
6-2-0

4-4-0
7-2-0
6-3-0
5-5-0

OCC
OCC (with SOC)
OCC
OCC

8-2-0

6-4-0
6-3-0
3-4-1
9-1-0

Evergreen Con.

55-39-3
58-44-3
62-48-3
66-52-3
69-58 3
70-64-3
74-67-4
81-69-4
85-73-4
92-75-4
98-78-4
103-83-4
111-85-4
117-89-4
123-92-4
126-96-5
135-97-5

*33, 500,000

McArthur also recieved the
honors of both district and
Evergreen Conference coach of
the year.
During the last ten years
McArthur's troops have built up
an excellent record of 60-30-1,
with last season being the only
losing season during the time
period.
During his first two years here,
in 1947 and 1948, his teams were 3-

Undaimed

Scholarships
Over 533,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from 550 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

team in the United States. With the season now
over and nine wins and only one loss (to the
probable NAIA champs), you can now sit back and
be satisfied with a job well done.
To go undefeated it takes three basic things: a
little luck, a lot of heart and a lot of talent. OCE's
grid team this fall had to have its share of all three
to make it through the regular season undefeated
and to be able to receive the honor of playing the
defending national champions (Texas A & I) in the
national playoffs.
There are other things that most people don't
see which helped put together this years great
season. Such as the guidance of Head Coach, Bill
McArthur, who has been coaching OCE football for
29 years now. It takes a great coach to be able to
bring out the best in his players, and so much so
that they go 9-0 in regular season and Dr. Mc
Arthur is a great coach. Very, very few coaches
an undefeated season in their careers and Dr.
McArthur saw his third this year, with last two
being in 1949 and 1950.
Teamwork is always a basic reason why a team
is able to go undefeated and OCE worked together
as well as anyone around this season.
Like UCLA basketball coach John Wooden said.
"It is amazing how much can be accomplished if no
one cares who gets the credit." There were no
showy players on the OCE squad this year and no
hot dogs. There were just players who went out
and did their jobs and did them right. Gang-tackles
were a common sight when the OCE defensive
squad was on the field. After an initial hit, there
were always other Wolves there to help bring
down the opposing player. Sophomore linebacker
Randy Shipley is as good as any small-colle9 e
linebacker in the Northwest, which is evident by
his selection to the all-Evergreen Conference and
all-District teams announced during the last two
weeks. But who received the publicity before the
season's biggest
regular
season
9 ame
Some Maneater" from Puget Sound got the pr'11'
from the presses. But OCE ended that game
400 total yards to 220 for UPS. That shows ho*
much better of a job OCE's defensive players, s uC
as Shipley, did then and have done all season lon9And they've done it with teamwork. The old "Y° u
hit em high and I'll hit 'em low" theory.

O I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
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Name.
Address.
City.
j
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(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

-Zip.

This year's team rates as one of the best if
I* e ^' In OCE history. Led by a super coach,
McArthur, the players brought uncontest!
success to the OCE football program. They can
ack, look back over the season
contemplate over another John Wooden goc
success iis peace of mind which is a direct resu
se -satisfaction in knowing you did your bes
become the best you are capable of becoming.'

juSl an average fan'

Girl assists football teom
by

McArthur, players

DKNA MINATO

EvCo, district picks

Assistant editor
What do Elementary education
J football have in common?
£hele Coen, that's what.
Michele, an Elementary Ed
•or with a specialization in
"Sial education, devoted about
L hours a week during the last
H if of the football season to her
3
0 b as assistant manager of the
varsity team.
The freshman from Roseburg
, ims the idea of her being
distant manager started out as
joke; "Charlie Dolezel, the
manage was visiting my
roommate one time and men
tioned that he might not be here
next year.Isaid thatI would take
his place."
To Michele's surprise Charlie
thought that was a great idea and
told her she started the next day.
However, she didn't take his
place, but rather became his
right-hand man, or more ap
propriately, right-hand person.

OCE dominated both the
Evergreen Conference and the
District 2 all-star teams recently
chosen.
The Wolves placed nine men on
the offensive and defensive EvCo
teams and six on the district
teams and were joined by Head
Coach Bill McArthur, who was
picked as Coach oL.'the Year in
both the district and conference.
Quarterback Tom Horn, guard
Tom Bryant and tackle Mike
Manley were on both district and
Lamron photo by Brian Knutson
conference offensive teams and
GOOD FOR MORALE -- One of OCE's student * <k
defensive ends Larry Monagon,
managers this year has been freshman Michelle Coin In
and Steve Goodfellow
and
elementary ed major. Michelle took a6
the
°Utjob when the team's
linebacker Randy Shipley made
and then turned out to be serious.
both teams on defense. Also
claimed the soft-spoken assistant on the pep talks. "The players making the all-EvCo team were
manager.
talk to each other and the coach Steve Sears in a tie at tight ends,
Michele thinks watching a talks to them and it really picks and Terry Houck and Gary
game from the side lines is a them up." The truth of this is Johnson at defensive halfback
whole new experience compared shown in the statement heard positions. Sears, Houck and
to watching it from the grand many times this season that OCE Johnson were also honorable
mention for all-district. Monagon
The football players, never stands. She felt almost like she is a second half team.
and Houck are second year
was
"part
of
the
team."
Last
Saturday
OCE
en
having an assistant manager at
repeaters at their positions in the
"I
could
hear
what
the
players
countered
the
number
one
team
all, much less having a GIRL
EvCo. The EvCo all-stars were
assistant manager, reacted very talked about and what the in the nation in a playoff game. chosen by vote of the Evergreen
an
objective
observer
positively, according to Michele. coaches said to the players. I felt As
Conference coaches.
"They were all really nice to likeI was more a part of the team throughout the weeks preceeding
than
a
spectator."
the
game,
Michele
feels
"they
me " she smiled.
Remembering the last few were ready for that game. Their
"For the first couple of days I
seconds
of the OCE-Puget Sound attitudes were so great, they
mostly just stood around and
game, Michele's face broke into really worked hard."
waited for Charlie to tell me what
Because the team was allowed
to do, but pretty soon the players smiles and about all she could say
and the coaches were asking me was, "It was great. I can't even to take only so many people to
explain what it was like to be Texas, Michele was unable to
to do things for them."
Michele's
duties
included down there near the team when accompany the team. She did
have her radio tuned in, however.
running errands and getting we won that game."
"During the first half they were
uniforms and equipment ready.
OCE fans definitely played a
"Sometimes I had to go to Salem big role in the Wolves successful going pretty good. I was disap
Every since OCE won the
for supplies," recalled Michele. football season and have been pointed that we lost, but they did
Northwest small college football
their
best."
Michele describes herself as recognized by Coach McArthur
Michele is planning on taking championship, took a fifth place
being "just an average football and the players many times.
an
athletic training course this rating in the final NAIA poll and
fan" prior to taking on her job Michele thinks the crowds were
year
with the hopes of being a was chosen to play defending
with the team. She had been on "neat" and feels they gave the
national champs Texas A & I last
football rally one year in high players lots of encouragement. trainer next year. She doesn't Saturday, a lot of people have
seem to have had her fill of
school and had brothers who
"I would look up at the packed football, but rather is becoming heard of our quiet little college
played football, so she had some grandstands during the game and
one of OCE's most devout fans. from our quiet little town.
knowledge of the sport.
But last week: the ultimate.
it made me feel good. I'm sure it
About the team next year,
"I learned so much at the made the players feel good too."
Michele said, "They're planning Last week, the Lamron received
practices, like plays and stuff like
Fans always hear about the on going to nationals next year a letter from the Dallas Cowboys
that. After the games I watched halftime locker room talks, but
and I think they will." Who of the National Football League,
all the tapes and I could follow very few get to witness one.
knows, maybe next time Michele asking us to please list the four
the ball and everything," ex- Michele really enjoyed sitting in will get
players on the team whom we
to go with them.
thought had the best chances of
playing in the NFL some day.
After that, they wanted the name

The entire all-EvCo team is as
follows :
Coach: Bill McArthur. OCE
First Team, Offense

C Andy Harlin, WWSC. (Jr.)
G Keith Shulz, CWSC, (Sr.)
G Tom Bryant, OCE, (Sr.)
T Mike Manley, OCE, (So.)
T Roy Harmon, EOC. (Sr.)
*TE
*TE

Mike Halpin, CWSC. (Sr.)
Steve Seors OCE (Sr.)

WR
WR

Tom Bassett EWSC (So.)
Brod Rice. EOC. (So.)

*QB
•QB

•

Tom Horn, OCE (Sr.)
Terry Wick, CWSC. (Sr.)

RB
RB
K
P

Cosey Sayre EOC (So.)
Dennis Shields SOC (So.)
Berry Sartz. EWSC. (Sr.)
Brod Rice, EOC, (So.)

DL
DL

Larry Monogon OCE. (J)
Bill Dane. EOC. (Fr.)

First team - Defense

DL

Steve Goodfellow. OCE (Jr.)

DL

Dean Schwartz, OIT, (Jr.)

LB

Randy Shipley, OCE, (So.)

LB

Dennis Webber, SOC (Sr.)

LB

Bob Altshuler. EWSC

(Jr.)

LB Steve Shaw. CWSC. (Sr.)
HB Bill Hough OIT. (Jr.)
HB Terry Houck. OCE. (Sr.)
HB Mike Richter. EWSC (Sr.)
HB Gory Johnson OCE. (Sr.)
•players tied at these positions.
Repeaters
Harlin (2), Sayre (2). Sortz (2).
Monogon (2). Webber (2) Shaw (2). Hough (2)
Houck (2). Richter (3).

W i l l a n OCE p l a y e r

end up in the NFL ?

Horn, Shewbert lead final stats
OREGON COLLEGE FOOTBALL STATISTICS
NINE GAMES
Play Gam«
G Car. Yards Avg. Avg.

RUSHING Playar

Greg Shewbert,

8

88

664

7.5

83.0

SCORINGPlayer

Kick
TDs PATs PATs Goals Total

INTERCEPTIONS—
Playar

No. Yds. TDs

Steve Sears
Greg Shewbert

0

19

0

4

31

Gary Johnson

75

5

0

0

0

30

Keith Morgan

26

B. Hilderbrand

5

0

0

0

30

Ron Weigel

15
15

M Boll
Mark Ross

9
9

132
60

607
249

4.6
4.1

67.4
27.7

Mark Ross
D. Westendorf

4

0

0

0

24

Pat Timpani

4

0

0

0

24

Steve Wilson

13

Dan Westendorf

9

76

234

3.0

26.0

Ray Nix

3

0

1

0

20

Terry Houck

12

Tom Horn
Mike Bridges

9

Mark Smith

3

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

18
12
6
6
6
6

9

2
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

Abe Ahsing

K.R. Ball
Tom Horn
Dean Marek
Abe Ahsing

0
0
0
0
0
0

30
13

19
12

1
0

4
0

209
90

82 177
19
72
470 2068
377 945

9
9
9

OCE TOTALS
0PP TOTALS

2.1 19.7
3.8
8.0
4.4 229.7
2.5 1-05.0

PASSING -

OOM.

Player G Att. Comp. Int. Gain
Tom Horn 9
M. Bridges 9
OC TOTALS 9

OPPTOTALS

175
23
202

80
6
86

9 200

82

6
0
7

Pet.

1026
151
1177

.457
.260
.426

1 14.0
16.8
130.7

OC TOTALS
OPP. TOTALS

961

.410

106.7

KICKOFF RETURNS Player

19

TOTAL OFFENSEMoyer

0 Plays Rush

Tom Horn
9
G Shewberl 8
"•Moll
9

260
88
,4,

, * Ross
9
* tstendorf 9
Mike Bridges 9
nLT°TALS
P

177
664

9

672

TOTALS 9

577

1026
0

249
234
72
2068
945

1203
664
607
249
234
223

0
0
0

151
1177
961

3245
1805

sr*- r„

G Catches Yds. TDs Avg.

^ork Smith
-

9

27
27

Hilderbrand 9
Sears
9
Ray Nix
9
£TOtALS
t
9
0PP TOTALS
9

22

St®ve

12
12
do
86
82

133.7
83.0
67.4
27.7

26.0
24.8
360.6
211.7

Avg.

437

3

15.5

48.6

344
172
103
1177

5
0
2
11

14.9
14.3
8.5
13.7

37.1
19.1
1.4
130.7

4

11.7

106.7

961

ANTING No. Yards Avg.
^Morgan
TOTALS
OPP.

TOTALS

44

1651

37.5

44

1651

37.5

53

1822

34.3

RETURNS No.
Ball

J* TOTALS
0PP- TOTALS
D«tember

16
10
26
7

11. 1975

0
0
0
0

The OCE football team
banquet will be held next
Monday night at the
Independence Elks Club on
Main Street in Indepen
dence. The post season
awards will be given to the
outstanding players on this
year's 9-1 team.
The dinner
will be

OC TOTALS
OPP. TOTALS

OC 13, Montana Tech 7
•OC 39, Oregon Institute of Technology 0

TDs

Yds.

Greg Shewbert
K. R. Ball

13

239

0

6

122

0

OC TOTALS
OPP. TOTALS

24

379

13

351

*OC 28, Western Washington State 13
*OC 9, Southern Oregon State 0
*OC 44, Eastern Oregon State 24
OC 30, University of Puget Soung 27

preceded by a social hour
at 6:30 with dinner being
served at about 7:30. OCE
faculty, staff and students
are invited as well as the
public. Reservations must
be made by
Friday,
December 12 and tickets
are available in the NPE
building office for $5.

•Evergreen Conference games.

uimiimiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiHHHiiii1111!1111!11111"111111111111111111!!^

I Butler Hall presents (
three and one-half j
hours of
1
MALTA

GUITAR FOR
CHRISTMAS
$45.00 and up
at Village Music
| Come see the special drum
| prices we have to offer.

Yds. TDs
175
105
280
210

Football
banquet set

OC 13, Linfield 6
*OC 13, Central Washington State 7
*OC 24, Eastern Washington State 6

No.

Pass Total G/Avg.

60?

60
76
42

Gary Johnson

Avg.

of "THE" athlete from the
school. Apparently, the Cowboys,
who happen to be from Texas just
like A & I, figured that any team
that can go 9-0 and has the chance
to play the defending national
champs must have some pretty
good players.
So don't be surprised if next
spring in the annual NFL college
draft if an OCE player or two
pops up. Even if they're not one
or twaof the players the Lamron
listed, there were undoubtedly
scouts from many or most NFL
teams who got a good look at all
40 of our players while watching
Texas A & I play.

j 1997 Lancaster

399-9722

Salem

I
1

the hottest group this year
This will be the last Boogie before Christmas

^
|

|
§

Dance from 8:30 • 12:00 midnight
Dec. 13, OPE Gym

|
§

=

I Admission

E

mum "MI

$1.25 =
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Super frosh' Shewbert brightens OCE future
by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff
Greg Shewbert, a freshman
tailback on the OCE football
team who unexpectedly turned
out to be the offensive firepower
of the team this year, admits that
he expected to have a pretty good
season for the Wolves this fall
but, "Man, I sure didn't expect
anything like this. Especially
being a freshman."
Shewbert. a P.E. major from
Madison High School in Portland,
has already had his great
moments as an OCE football
player, even though he has
completed only one season.
Against Southern Oregon he
rushed for 197 yards, including 92
on one TD run. and missed
breaking the school single-game
rushing record by just six yards.
Against the University of Puget
Sound, which was the game that
gave OCE it's 9-0 record, he "felt
that in that game I had my best
running day," and against Texas
A&I last weekend he contributed
over half of the total OCE offense,
gaining 62 yards in 13 carries
while the entire OCE offense had
105 yards. Shewbert feels that
these three games were his three
best this year.
Shewbert finished the season as
the number four rusher in the
league with an 83.0 yards pergame average. He also led the
league in yards per carry with 7.5
Shewbert led OCE in rushing
with 726 total yards in nine games
(he didn't play against Linfield),
and was the leader in punt return
and kickoff return departments
with 19 yards on each punt return
and over 18 yards per kickoff
return. He also ended up number
two in punt returns in the league.
In his first college season he
also placed second behind Tom
Horn in total offense for OCE
with his 726 yards and second in
scoring with thirty points, one
behind Steve Sears. He was tied
with split end Bill Hilderbrand
for the most OCE touchdowns,
with five.
At Madison high Shewbert
participated in three sports and
was honorable mention all-state
tailback last fall.
He also finished sixth in the
state track meet in the 'triple
jump in high school last year and,
in addition to playing football
here at OCE, he plans to be a
decathlete on the track team,
much to the delight of track
coach Don Spinas.
Two other freshmen
who
helped lead the Wolves to their 9-1
season were split receiver Mark
Smith and fullback Mark Ross.
They were teammates at Medford High School and haven't lost
a regular season game since
becoming teammates in their
sophomore year, running their
string to 26 straight with this
year s nine regular season wins.
Smith led OCE in pass receiving
this year, pulling in 27 catches for
437 yards, averaging 15.5 yards
per catch. He played about half of
each game, backing up starting
end Bill Hilderbrand, but it looks
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

ASOCE
Presents

Grenoble
December 16, 1975

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

6:30 - 9:00 p.m.

Pacific Room
College Center

as though he may get a starting
spot at flanker next year since
senior flanker Ray Nix will be
graduating.
Smith's best game this year
was against Eastern
Oregon
College, where he grabbed six
catches for 149 yards, including
one that went for 63 yards and a
touchdown.
Ross, also had a good rookie
season, finishing third in the OCE
rushing statistics and fourth in
scoring and total offense. He

gained 249 yards this season,
averaging 28 yards a game and
scoring four touchdowns.
Ross had an especially good
game against Oregon Institute of
Technology, rushing six times for
57 yards and a touchdown. He
also caught one of the two
completed OCE passes back
against Texas A&I for four yards.

and he plans to continue playing
baseball here. Smith plans on
running the high and inter
mediate hurdles for the track
team this spring.
Both Smith and Ross were
overwhelmed at playing in Texas
for a bowl bid. Ross considered it
was "an
experience
of
a
lifetime," and felt that OCE

Final EvCo stats in
against them were Oregon Tech,
with
531,
and
Western
Washington, with 575 but those
two teams played only eight
games. OCE allowed 577 plays to
be ran off against them.
Individually, Greg Shewbert
and Ken Ball ended the season as
the number 4 and 5 running backs
in the league. Shewbert had 664
total yards in eight games and 88
rushes for 83.0 yards a game and
7.5 a carry. His 83.0 per game
rates behind
SOC's
Dennis
Shields with 88.3, EOC's Casey
Sayre with 85.2 and Central's
John Ross with 83.2. Shewbert's
7.5 per carry was tops in the
league in that department. Ball
carried the ball 132 times for 607
yards in nine games, for 4.6 a
carry and 67.4 a game.
Senior quarterback Tom Horn,
who was selected all-district 2
quarterback
and
tied
with
Central's Terry Wick for allEvCo QB. Horn was rated fourth
in the league statistically but the
ratings are only for pass yards
per game. In nine games, Horn
Photo by BobAlbr
completed 80 of 178 passes, led
WHAT
COACH?
NOW,
••
Sophomore
linebacker
Randy
Shipley
the league in least interceptions
and defensive coach Greg McMackin get together to discuss
among starting quarterback with
some way of stopping Texas A &
potent offense during last
just six and threw for 1,025 yards,
Saturday's
game,
won
by
A
&
I
37
0.
In
the background are a ten
114 a game.
of the more than 10,000 fans that attended the NAIA semi-final
In other categories, Gary
playoff game in Kingsville, Texas.
Johnson was second in the EvCo
in pass interceptions with 6; | P^^^^^^^^rrrrrnnrinrinnnnririnnnoouijij juuuuuuoooffl
Shewbert was
the
league's
leading punt returner with 15.1
yards a return (10-151); and
Keith Morgan was the number
two punter for the league, getting
37.5 yards a kick 44-164, 2.5 yards
behind EOC's Brad Rice, who
Lunches, Dinners,
averaged an even 40.

by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

If good statistics is any in
dication of why a team is a
winner, then it isn't hard to see
why OCE is a winner.
The Wolves led the Evergreen
Conference in both total offense
and total defense this season,
gaining over 360 yards a game
offensively and allowing just
under 211 defensively, with that
number being below the 200 mark
for much of the season. OCE also
had the lowest defensive yards in
the entire Northwest among
small colleges. In individual
departments, OCE was second in
offensive plays, with 672 to 680 for
Southern Oregon, but SOC played
one more game than the Wolves;
OCE was first in net rushing
yards, 2,068 to 1,641 for second
place SOC; first in interceptions
allowed,
7,
with
Central
Washington second with 10; tied
for second with Central for most
touchdown passes, 11, behind
SOC's 14; second most in total
yards, 3,244, behind SOC's, 3,482;
and first in yards per-game,
which is the statistic that is used
in selecting the best offensive
team, with 360.4 to Eastern
Oregon's 352.1.
Defensively, OCE was left
unchallenged for the title, giving
up barely 211 yards a game while
SOC, ranking second behind the
Wolves, allowed 305.2 yards a
game. In the individual player
departments, OCE was first in
rushing yards allowing 945yards per game allowed, 105;
pass completions allowed, 82*
pass touchdowns allowed, 3; pass
yards allowed, 961; yards per
Final Evergreen
game allowed, 106.7;'and total
statistics.
yards, 211 .7.
OCE
The Wolves were also third in
CWSC
interceptions, with 19, ending
SOC
wwsc
behind SOC and Central, who had
EOC
20 each. The only two teams who
EWSC
allowed less plays to be run
OIT
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Final offensive stats
OCE
EOC
SOC
CWSC
WWSC
EWSC
OIT

9
9
>0
9
8
9

470
419
417
431
302
337
8 312

9
10

377
432

E

•

u

£
7
20

2068
1615
1641
1507
11 11
1172
11 14

229.7
179 4
164.1
167.4
138.9
130.0
v
139.3

202
86
210 106
263 126
221 117
225
99
232 105
I KJD
184 77

1240
1987

105.0
174.7

200
245

11

8
4

1
8
7
8

130.4
172.3
184.1
162.5
183.9
158.3
104.9

672
629
680
652
527
569
496

3244
3169
342
2970
2582
2597
1953

ACTION
THEATRE

360.4
352.1
348.2
330 0
322.8
288.5
244.1

Final defen

OCE
SOC
OIT
CWSC
WWSC
EOSC
EWSC

8 333
' 377
8 380
9
392
9
<39

1551
,683
,963
1837
2203

148.3
,596
2,7 4
170 7
223:7

198
252
195
240
224

,nQ
109
83
127
109

19

3

106.7
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It was "always my dreani.
get on a plane and to g0 and ni
in a big game," Smith said
team showed a lot of chara '
and pride. He also said '<1
people from Texas vver* !
fantastic."

Ross was honorable men
tion all-state at Medford and in
the spring was named to the allstate baseball team at first base
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played as well as any team *
0|*
Oregon could have.
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Leads give dynamic shows
Ik

in 'The Taming of the Shrew
by KENN LEHTO
for the Lamron

Alpha Psi Omega's production
William Shakespeare's The
Taming °f the
Shrew, was
last Friday
and
Dresented
Saturday at the OCE Little
Theatre. One of Shakespeare's
earliest plays, its authenticity
has been questioned by many
critics, but its performance has
always been enjoyed by critics
and theatre buffs alike.
This dramatic farce tells the
tale of the shrewish daughter of
an Italian nobleman (Katrina)
and a young man (Petruchio).
The play includes a subplot in
which three young men vie for
the hand of Katrina's younger
sister, Bianca.
Commenting on the cast, I
would have to say they were more
than adequate in their individual
protrayals. Lisa Hanson as
Katrina, and Scott Jensen as
Petruchio
were
the
most
J
1
J'
dynamic
characters
, , .of the play
Made difficult by trimming the
of

Play down in length is
ransition Lisa must^ke from
the shrew to the submissive wife
In these transitional scenes she
She needed to
make Ihem
make
them realistic. One difWhich
Lisa
wen
handled quite
well was the ability to be

mea
U ^ ^ Convmcingly
mean all at the same time A
fundamental and delicate aspect
of the character.
Scott did an admirable job as
Lisa s counterpart. He played the
confident, swaggering young
nobleman with believability and
grace. His moments of feigned
anger were only a little too
restrained.
Bryan White, playing Gremio
(an older suitor of Bianca), did a
fine rendition of this character.
You could see the character's age
in the way he moved, in the way
he gestured, and in his manner of
speech. It was a very pleasing
effort on Bryan's part.
Jan ^uv
Matthews
did quite a job
UU in
111
M.unouiUUUHC(t
the male role of the servant

sudte* Bia"ca's rtch —

w.s robuM;
^
convincing, and a
,c«.IC5rllnE ^,p.,,.
a. retr
ing
;Th
twist from the usual mascuHneseeing"6

r°,eS

1

am

used

t0

T%LTlemSeems t0 concern
all Shakespearean actors. Fast
delivery is not necessarily cmnH
g
delivery. In
the
c"se °°of
Elizabethan
English,
fast
delivery can leave the audience
completely in the dark. With this
production it caused some of the
cast to stumble on their lines.
Again, this isn't a simple problem
to overcome. It presents a
challenge to everyone who at
tempts one of Shakespeare's
plays.
AH in all it made an enjoyable
evening of entertainment. I'm
looking forward to the next Alpha
Psi Omega production which will
be
\i/i|Edward Albee's Zoo Story. It
will be presented January 8th and
9th

steals hearts with mellow show
caring manner. His voice is well
controlled, is mellow and can
adapt to a variety of music. He
sang many of his big hits in
Audience approval was evident cluding "It's a Miricle," "Could
after the outstanding
per It Be Magic," "Cloudburst,"
formance given
by
Barry "One of These Days," "Mandy,
Manilow at the Paramount "Tryin to Get the Feelin' Again,"
Theatre in Portland Friday.
"New York City Rhythm," and
Manilow did not need a warm his latest, "I Write the Songs."
up group to help his stage
He also sang a medley of what
presence. Instead he was in he called his greatest hits, in
troduced by his band and cluding "Get a bucket of
background vocalists in an Chicken . .
from Kentucky
elegant manner, whereupon he Fried Chicken Restaurants, "I
walked out on stage and im am Stuck on Bandaids, because
mediately went into song and Bandaids are stuck on me . . ."
stole the hearts of the audience. from the Bandaid Corporation,
There was no lull in Manilow's "Dr.
Pepper,
so
misun
show like in other concerts Ihave derstood ..." from the bottlers
attended. He was extremely of Dr. Pepper, "The Pepsi
energetic, and seemed to be Generation ..."
from
the
sincerley concerned that the makers of Pepsi, and one of his
audience was having a good time. greatest hits, "You deserve a
Between numbers he took time to break
today . . "
from
laugh and talk with the audience, McDonalds.
which strengthened his warm,
He has also written a host of
tunes for other well known
commercials. He has compiled
several albums with the most
well
known
being:
"Bary
Manilow I," "Manilow II," and
his latest, "Trying to Get the
Feeling." He also has many hit
singles.
The staging of the concert was
An exhibit of oil paintings by amazing. The costumes were very
Oregon artist Steven McLeod will colorful, in excellent taste, and
5? on display in the College added much to the concert.
center Lobby from Jan. 5 Included within the show were
Manilow's
backup
vocalists,
trough Jan. 30.
McLeod's painting all evoke which he called the Flashy
e moody atmosphere of the Ladies. They added much to the
overall sound, and their dancing
regon coast, where he lives,
artmg with this atmosphere, to the music made for interesting
viewing.
cLeod adds images and forms
The lighting and special effects
rawn both from reality and
also
made viewing interesting.
a
na
t. Sj tion to create paintings
The lighting was exact, and all
Fa l
.
Quality of dreams.
unnecessary shadows had been
Ca painting, for the artist,
Presents an attempt to explore removed. Color changes were in
good taste and did not distract
rGam
by
''P^bing the
mJ
nZ eries within ourselves and
our surroundings."
of f^be0(* received his bachelor
Sta/nf arts degree from Utah
exhtf niversityin 1970- He has
of nI Paintings in a number
(Experienced Merchandise)
npKf- na* and regional comSkiis & Ski Boots
numK°nS and bis work *s *n a

Artist shows
oil paintings

THE
HAGGLE HOUSE

Private collections

thro

D p*

the

8n°ut

Beach

Northwest. He

resides

in

ke<Leption

Cannon

win
honoring the artist
the^eheIdat3:3°p.m. Jan. 13 in
Center10 Concourse of the College
D#c®mber
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Open 6 days a week
10:00-5:30
till 7:00 on Friday
184 S. Main St.
Independence, Oregon
Phone 838-3366
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adults 50 cent^f
under

P m- Admission 's $1 for students and
°9eS 7 f° 12' °nd ,ree to those si* «nd

One common problem is that of
diction and speed of delivery.

Manilow sings hits energetically,
by BRUCE REYNOLDS
for the Lamron

«co*;

from the songs. Special effects
were fun. During the McDonalds
song included within the com
mercial
medley,
bubble
machines began froshing bubbles
upward, and miniture lights on
the piano lit up like a big pavilion.
The audience reaction to
Manilow
was
unbelievable.
During the course of the per
formance he received three
standing ovations in the middle of
the concert, not to mention the
ones at the end of it. After singing
"I Write the Songs," Manilow
was presented roses by young
people in the front row. Com
ments by both the young and old
while leaving the theatre were all
very complimentary and ex
tremely positive.
My reactions of the concert
were also of the most positive. I
would even go as far as stating it
was the best concert I had ever
attended. In my opinion a new
super-star has been added to the
heavens. His name is Barry
Manilow.

F,nal« Set - Finals will begin Mondav
Der l s
continue through Friday Dec 19 fhrict™
V
thmnnh i^r-, A
j
'
Christmas vacation goes
r
istra,ion
nd
"s J ,1^ *9
°
Payment of fees will be
9
®S besin Jan" 5' daV classes begin Jan 6

Writing Test Coming Up - The writing test for Teacher
Education is to be Monday, Jan. 5. For more information see
the Field Service Office, Ed. 201.
Mattingly Art to Close - James Mattingly's exhibit of 12
American Indian portraits will end Tuesday Dec 16 The
next exhibit will be Steven Mcleod's oil paintings.
Mel Brooks Starts Off Year - Mel Brooks' hit movie
Blazing Saddles" will be shown Friday, Jon. 9 at 6:30 p.m.
and 9 p.m. in the College Center coffee shop. Admission is $1
for students and adults, 50 cents for ages 7 to 12 and free to
six and under.

Reception Today - The reception for retiring Ernie
Gresham and Wilfred Opager will be held in the Business
Office conference room from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. today. Gift
certificates will be presented to the guests of honor at the
reception.
Blood Pressure Screeing Set - Blood pressures will be
screened for free by Dr. Burke's Community Health class in
the College Center tomorrow from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.

Bicentennial Activities Set - Activities for the
Bicentennial celebration will continue through winter term.
Gregg Hamilton is in charge of the activities, which are to be
art and early American types of crafts and exhibits.
Archives Display - A display of "The Norm" (OCE's early
yearbooks) and The Courier (Commencement programs)
from 1900 through 1925 will be in the College Center from
Jan. 5 to 16.
Dance Planned - A dance sponsored by the Intercollegiate
Knights is to be Jan. 10. A band has not yet been scheduled.
Fabulous Flicks Move - The last Fabulous Flick to be
shown on Tuesday, Dec. 16 will be Grenoble." Winter term's
Fabulous Flics have been moved to Monday. Show time for
"Grenoble" is 7 p.m. and admission is 50 cents.

ASOCE Assemblies
will present

VIRGIL AND JULIE
doing their spectacular stage production
on January 14, at 8:00 p.m. in the Pacific
Room of the College Center. Their act
incudes E.S.P., seances, hypnosis and
music ~ wholesome family entertainment.

Adults
Students
e65"06®*SflP*S86®*96'*2SC**9fi»**S82**l
ReAifSGMB&iiCHNEBBiiflftcSSri

Prices:
iX-xx

$1.25
$ .75
xx x

x xxxxt
x
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Students bring 'Wind' to
by TERHI SCHMIDT

Lamron staff
Although most people catch a
stripper when she is taking off
her clothes, sophomore Richard
Biggs had the opposite ex
perience He accidently walked
into her dressing room while she
was dressing.
Biggs, is the drummer tor
••Wind," the band that was
backing up the stripper.
-He comes bombing in,
knocking but no one answered",
said senior Mark Osborne, Wind
vocalist and bassist. "He walked
in and was surprised to see her so
he said he was sorry and made a
quick exist.*'
Playing for the stripper wasn t
the high point of Wind's career.
However, it was the first time the
group had done anything like that
and it was a little nervous.
-After the first show when she
(the stripper) was picking up her
clothes, we were so nervous that
we couldn't think of a song to
play," Osborne admitted. "But
by the second show it was old hat
- we were cool!"
Osborne describes Wind as a
middle of the road band with an
emphasis on rock. It has a wide
variety of selections so they can
cater to the type audience they
are playing for.

Wind has two other members
hpsides Biggs and Osborne. T .
are Ostorne's sister Jeanmne
Who is currently a sjhomo e at

ctntion in
in
manager of> a„ radio station
Toledo, became the manager for
WThde

band is becoming more

;i1 haven't
nave" decided^what
. , <t m

whatever comes along that looks

school. He also was chosen
member of the Symphonic Ho^
Band.
Before joining Wind,
played
the organ at

srHHS fegxag
^He^is considering going to

numw
a n d some weekdays for about two |edm4tration and
possibly of weddings.
"I've always been just a soi
aces u ha ,
,morc
of the Pl
places
involved in
in an
an en
years. Some of
becoming involved
en person except for my band e,
played are the Bayshore Inn at vironmental agency, maybe as
periences at school," he Saj,
Waldport: Turquiose Room in
Portland; Country Squire Gallon dlMst0Osborne started her music "After graduation I was w
sitting at home wondering ^t|
sax Bronson is keyboardman
House in Eugene and the Inn at
rtnir\Cl
tfl do
dO Whon
playing electric organ, piano and Otter Crest. It has also played career in the third grade when was going
to
when 1.
Man
she started learning how to play called. I'd been thinkim
regularly
for
various
Elks
clubs
the
guitar.
Since
then
she
has
3 lStyhasetaken Wind seven years
up and down the coast.
various members and different
It is sceduled to play at the
names to reach its present state- Oregon
State
Correctional
Wind began when Osborne was
Institution in Salem on Christmas
a ninth grader and Ms. Osborne
Day. Christmas vacation will be
was a seventh grader A group a busy one for Wind, which will be
called Early Times played at playing for a private party at the
their junior high school
Inn at Seventh Mountain and TJ s
really fascinated them. Always in Bend for a week. The group
joining a group so I decided tod,
involved in music, the Osbornes may play at OCE later this year. learned to play a variety of in- it."
struments
including
drums,
sax,
teamed up with two other friends
The group has had many i
All the members of Wind have flute and bass.
and formed a group called
teresting experiences. About,
been involved in music for a long
She is involved in band and
Morning Sun.
time, and all of them have won choir through high school. During two years ago the group mete
From there the group gained
black rythym and blues %
some new members and lost awards or contests of some kind her senior year she was awarded Guy Spencer. He needed a ban;
a performing arts scholarship, a
some old ones. It became a seven for their music talent.
Biggs has been playing drums choir award and the John Phillips to back him up for a recording
niece Christian rock group. It
They all had a really good time
played in a Christian Coffee since he was in the fourth grade. Sousa Award.
A group of black guys wer?
Through
school
he
has
played
in
Although she enjoys playing,
House in Newport for a while and
stage, concert and symphonic her first love is singing. "I like to "jiving to our music". They
was quite successful.
able to do some double trad
In 1972 when the Osbornes were bands and backed up the swing front the best because I like to be vocals with Spencer. The albt
choir
and
girls
ensemble
in
high
a ham," she explained.
in high school they met Tim Cox,
got played on a black station u
Most of Ms. Osborne s lite
a teacher at their high school, school. He also played in a
Portland on the Newport statin
marching
band,
the
Tillamook
who joined the group. The group
is centered around music. When but never went anywhere.
Vacationland
Band.
He
never
she
is
not
practicing
music
she
is
underwent another change and
Wind recorded some den:
emerged with a new name, Sand. played professionally until he writing it. She has written about
tapes last year. "It was kind;
joined Wind.
,
60 songs, some of which are
When he was a senior in high copyrighted but none of which fun," Osborne said. "It gn>
The addition of Cox was an
n
Jeannine and I a chance to i
asset to the group. He knew the school he was given the out have been published yet.
music business and was able to standing music award and the
A music major, Ms. Osborne double vocals."
"It's really freaky to hei
get the group going somewhere. John Phillips Sousa Award. would like
to
become
a
After Cox joined the group it During his senior year he was professional musician. "My goal youself twice," he continec
became a three piece band. Cox also chosen to be a member of the is to record and be able to play all "We hope to do some record*
the instruments on the record later this year if we can get II*
Kappa Mu Cast of Alpha Psi played guitar, Osborne the bass North Coast Honor Band.
He was a member of the OCE
money, we have some songs gw
Omega, National Dramatics and Ms. Osborne the drums. The
myself," she said.
group
decided
to
advertise
for
a
stage
band
last
year.
for
recording."
*
Tuba lessons in the forth grade
Honorary, will present Edward
"It's really hard to be in cer
Two years ago Wind i*
Albee's The Zoo Story early drummer so it could take ad
were Bronson's introduction into
winter term. The play will be vantage of Ms. Osborne's talent tain groups in college and be in a the music field. He played the playing and almost had a riotc;
group," he stated. "I decided to
its hands. The group was playiK
presented Thursday, Jan. 8, on the sax.
"The ad produced the biggest dedicate my talent to the group it tuba until the seventh grade, at the Lincoln County Fairfoi;
and Friday, Jan. 9 at 8:15 p.m. in
when
he
got
interested
in
the
the OCE Little Theater. There pick of freaks," Ms. Osborne makes money to put through organ. During his senior year in teen entertainment show,
will be a 50 cents admission said. "One guy we tried out was college and is a great career high school he became interested crowd began to get loud
arrested two weeks after we fired opportunity."
rowdy. Since it was a Thursda
charge.
"I would like to try to be a in the synthesizer and learned to night, residents in the areagf
The Zoo Story is Albee's first him."
play
it.
The present drummer, Biggs profession
musician,"
said
play. It premiered in Berlin in
In high school Bronson played fed up with the noise and calk
1959 and subsequently appeared was obtained through this ad. He Biggs. "If I could make it as a
the police. The police came a:
professional musician I would. Of in the stage and concert bands. made them shut down and se
on the New York Stage. He joined the group in 1974.
During
his
senior
year
he
was
Sand became Wind when course I'll keep the field open in
followed it with such successes
the kids away.
as Who's Afraid of Virginia another group named Sand cut a case anything else comes along." voted the most talented in the
Woolf?, A Delicate Balance and record.
He would like to work in a
"Tim quit the group last recording studio some day and
this season's Seascape.
The play will feature Mark summer because he said we play drums for albums if he
Wood as Jerry, a New York didn't have enough gigs," stated doesn't play with a group.
You won't want
transient, and Ken Hermens as Ms. Osborne. "Four days later
WE CAN
Art, karate and psychology are
to give her just
we
were
booked
for
the
rest
of
the
P.eter, the middle-class mar
other interests of Biggs. Through
any
ring. We can
ried man whom he confronts year."
help you choose
MAkE yOUR
After Cox quit the band went Psy 227 he did volunteer work in
in Central Park.
the ring she really
another
change. the juvenile home in Salem last
The play will be presented with through
wants. Our
the cooperation of Dramatist's Keyboard man Bronson was year. "It greatly expanded my
selection
is wide
awareness
of
the
problems
of
added and Biggs' brother,
Play Service.
and varied and
hlUSTMAS
young adults and was a very
our people know
rewarding experience," he said.
what today's
Osborne started his musical
prospective
career in the fifth grade when he
ENqAqEMENT
brides* want. It
began to play the clarinet. "I
will add that little
Do contemporary speakers period of time from World War I didn't really enjoy it that much,"
MORE
extra touch to
influence the political climate of to the present. Speakers to be he said. "The minute I found out
make your
studied
include
Eugene about the string bass, that was
our country?
ExcifiNq
engagement
McCarthy,
Dwight
D. it!"
This question will be dealt
perfect.
Osborne decided that the bass
with in Contemporary Speech Eisenhower, Richard Nixon,
Communication,
an
upper- Martin Luther King and John F. was the instrument for him after
his debut as a bass player his
division course offered 7 p.m. to Kennedy.
"The course should give sophomore year in high school.
10 p.m. Tuesdays winter tern,
just in time for the 1976 primary students a new way to evaluate He was playing for the swing
the scads of public addresses that choir at an ice cream social for
campaigns.
Robert
Martin,
associate they have to hear, not only from Mark Hatfield.
professor of humanities, who will the media but in their personal
"I was nervous; I'd never
teach it, said there are two main experiences as well," he said.
played before but I thumped on
Many of the speeches the class that old bass," he stated. After he
goals in the course. The first is to
develop students' skills in will hear will be on tapes from had finished playing, a music
criticizing public speakers. The Martin's tape library, but he teacher came up to him and said
qualities which make a speaker hopes to encourage as much live that he was the best bass player
successful and his ability to prove observation as possible. Jack he had ever heard.
Anderson will speak at OCE
his points will be emphasized.
Osborne also played with the
"We hope to give students a winter term and the class will be stage band in high school. At OCE
critical method for examining asked to attend.
he has been in concert choir,
great and not-so-great speakers
Next year will be a presidential chamber symphony, concert
of the 20th century," said Martin. election year. Candidates coming band and has played bass for
Secondly.
Martin
wants through the Willamette Valley Select Singers for four years. He
students to be able to use these should open up some more op also backed up Scott Riordon of
critique methods to apply to portunities for live observation Black Hawk County fame for the
speakers and movements of this for criticism.
queen's coronation his freshman
century in America. "Students
Students will also be en year.
Christmas Hours:
will be asked to determine the couraged to criticize television
9:30 - 9:00 Monday through Friday
Although he is interested in
impact of a speaker," he said.
addresses, something which music, Osborne may not go into it
9:30 - 5:30 Saturday
The course will progress Martin feels few people take time for a career. An earth science
Closed Sunday
choronologically, covering the to do.
State and Liberty Streets
major, he says "I like rocks."

Studenfs pla

A/bee play

Speech class added
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like
to be a ham'
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Solo"

soc1*
reum

pfec"71

true'
come

fekle with friend'.
but we also have to look to the
future Soccer is here t° stay and

byCALFAGAN

Lamron staff
P^U>le."PrePare

OCE soccer coach
,hraham Demissie convinced
ilomon Tekle to come to OCE
j olay soccer, it was like a
CIcome true for the OCE
i
team. He would be
tfhen

reunited

with

his

life-long

friends... and he was g°in8 to
L soccer again.

f0r 11 as

n as

Changing his interests from
study1" in Sfj!1001' Tekle h°Pes that
study m the areas of political

science and economics will help
him and maybe his country in the
S future He hopes hisyslay at
OCE will also help him in his
luture endeavors.

Although Tekle was born and
in Ethiopia, his identity

raised

Is
associated with his parents'
tjve couintry of Eritrea, which
"s located on the eastern coastline
0f

Ethiopia.

intercollegiate Soww League c^amoio^shin6^ teham"ho
(front row. I to r)Yohannes
TaZ^sZ^
i'"9.
Solomon Tekle. Back row. left to right

Two years ago Tekle's family
was

able to save

some

of

its

money to send him to the U.S. in
order to go to college. With the
help of some friends in Seattle, he
OTs

able to go to a community

Lamron

by CAL FAGAN
Lamron staff

Solomon Tekle

It's finally official. The OCE
soccer club defeated an outmanned University of Oregon JV
team 4-1 to become the 1975

OISA Standings

OCE
Lewis And Clark
Portland CC
Reed

For Tekle soccer didn't begin
as soon as it had for his buddies.
He didn't have the patience or the
desire to play, and he was ten
years old before he began to play.
Once he started, nothing could
stop him from playing all of the
time. However, his parents didn't
want him to play soccer because
he did not devote enough of his
time to school. So he

stopped

playing and before long he was
getting into constant trouble and
his parents had to back down and
allow him to play once more.
Tekle's first year at OCE was
not all that exciting. Although he
led the team in scoring, the
Wolves could manage to win only
two games

and

soccer

soon

turned into a job instead of fun.

Oregon

Willamette
U of O
Judson Baptist
Pacific
OSU
U of Portland

win

soccer
was

straight

the

and it

clinched the division title with
only one game remaining.

Goals

r

The

Wolves' eighth

OCE Scoring statistics

Solomon Tekle
Yohannes Tadesse
Woody Admassu
Tom Lonergan
Shimelus Gessesse
Cliff Villa
Scott Nogel
Mike E twards
Greg 'Jaisch
Sunn/ Okorie

Intercollegiate

champions.

17
6
6
5
4
4
3

This Saturday the Wolves will
take on the Oregon State JV's
here at Monmouth. A win would
give the soccer club an un
defeated season and the league's
first undefeated soccer cham
pionship
history.

in

its

twelve

year

2
2
1

Playing

on

a

rain

soaked

surface at Autzen stadium, the

Due to the large increase in classified ad
volume, we must ask that students limit
their ads to one per person per issue.
Ads are free to all students, faculty and
staff.

Personal: Donna and Karen -- I hope you
are looking at the classifieds today.
I want you to know that I am glad you
are my friends. I am thinking of you
today. Love to you -- from me.

Personal: Dick - your jet is waiting for
you at the Independence airport.
Merry Christmas. C.

Personal: Nancy and Cheryl - Merry
Christmas!-We've made it a third of
the way, think we can finish the
year? Terri.

Personal: Sweetums, I love you bestest
of all. Your Kumquat.

For sale: Stereo-Morse console, AM/FM
radio, walnut cabinet, excellent
Make offer. 838-1636 after 5 p.m.

But the team began to get more
experienced players and before
long he couldn't wait to play
again.
It was team unity that kept
Tekle from going to another
school to play soccer. He could
have gone to school at another
college

and

receive

scholarship, but he

a

For sale: navy blue Fiat 124 sedan, runs
good, needs loving owner. Great
MPG. For look & test drive, call 8382905.

full

wanted

to

remain here and play soccer with

Personal: D.A.S.G.B.H. - Take a recess
and a good look at a rainbow.
Naneki.

his friends.
With the help of his teammates,
Tekle has scored 17 goals in only
ejght games this year. He has a
chance in the season's last game
to set a league record for scoring
the most goals in one season. He

already has the league record for
jhemost goals in one game, five.
His success, however,
Sone to his head

hasn't

He points out that he wouldn't
lave half that many goals if he
wasn't playing for
a
cham
pionship team and if teammate
Woody Admassu wasn't around,
ut success has also come from
(jio team's feeling for everyone.
Everybody pulls for each other
na we play as a unit, not as
viduals.

Otherwise

soccer

°uid not be fun." But this team
ocess may be short lived as
any of the soccer players may
. ave the school because of the
""certainty
of
the
soccer
Program at OCE, and one of them
be Tekle.
* .^e

scbool

eiv°^niZe soccer
Man

would

only

at 0CE'[t miSht

iG moral support it needs,

the ^ ^ y.ers maY come out for
rec°gnition and organization,
Member li.

°'

won the Oregon
Saturday s*
Admassu.
'afecLchPaul
AhWody
Chapin,

0r69°n 41 last

Kickers going for 9-0 season
against OSU this Saturday

college in Seattle. It was there
that Demissie was able to contact
him and ask him to come to OCE.

Sports

ran their record t0 8'0

Personal: What's a biggy? Ask
104 -the Organization.

For sale: 15 gallon aquarium, everything
included. Also men's 10 spd. bike
838-5106.
Personal: Cheryl - Purple isn't your
color. Your loving roomies. P.S. now
will you believe us when we say we
don't want to wrestle?

gave new life to the Ducks. From
then on they fought gallantly
against a more powerful and
talented team.
UO's goalie put on an excellent
display of goal-keeping that kept
the Wolves from scoring on many
well played shots. But Tom
Lonergan finally gave OCE a
little breathing room when he
took a nice pass from Tekle and
blasted his fifth goal of the vear
to give OCE a 3-1 lead at the half.
All season long the Wolves have
played an outstanding second
half and everybody expected they
would show their offensive might
in the second half. But they never
got the chance, as the Ducks
played with an intensive desire
that kept the Wolves at bay.

T1

T

^cycled

UMBE

f- THE BEST

LUMBER
FOR

EVERY

PURPOSE

-f Shelving
-f Barn boards
4-Decorative lumber of
all sorts

The Other
Lumber Co.
across from Fairgrounds on
99 W. Rickreall

623-3603
I

Tuesday -Saturday

I

Gentle

Personal: DCKCLCJ & C -- the polar
Bear Must Die," a play in two parts.
Gentle Lounge, tonight 7 p.m.
Personal: Barbara Matschiner welcome
to number 6. We love having you.
From: you know who. Note the
number please, roommate.

Personal: Rich - Tuesday was fun.
Thanks a lot. I hope you have a really
great vacation. Merry Christmas!
Wanted: Female roommate. Call after 5
p.m. 838-4599.
For sale: Mandolin. Martin 1968, model
A-O. Excellent mint condition,
hardshell case. $300 or trade for
mandolin-cello. Call 585-5675 Salem
(9 to 10 a.m.) leave message for Gary.

Help wanted: For a good part time job
with good pay and benefits,
adventure
training,
free
air
transportation and much more, call
378-8571 (8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.) or
581-9891 after 5 p.m.

Personal: Anyone interested in G.A.T.O.R.I.N.G. for Christmas or finals call
838-5189 or contact S.S. or R.N. or
M.D.

For sale: Used Frigidaire washer and
dryer, in good condition. Contact
Dick Scott 838-1246.

Personal: L.,D.,J.,T., can't wait till Sat
urday. Love & kisses, The "J.
Belly's."

Personal: Jim--thanks for the talk and
action. Don't worry about my
promise -- I'll keep it. Make sure you
don't take up hiding. You were wrong
about what your father said.
Thursday Night's Woman.

Personal: "Jolly Holly," Big Al & Sugar
Bear, from the "Jelly Bellys."

Personal: Hey T.B., Rm. 454 -- How come
you're never there when I come to
meet you. Don B's getting mad; you
Alaskans are all alike. -- K.
Work Wanted: Hardworking senior male
needs employment during Christmas
vacation. Can start today. CaW 8382678.
Work wanted: Typing to do over Christ
mas vacation. Call 838-1171 or 838-

3533.

Wolves played one of their
poorest games of the year against
an obviously outclassed team. It
seemed that at times the Wolves
were too confident and the
University of Oregon players
were not scared of the league's
top team. The Ducks played with
life and desire and OCE showed
an obvious lack of desire as it
would not fight for the ball or
press for a score.
Much of this could be due to the
post season "blues" as the club is
the only undefeated team in
Oregon and it was not allowed to
play in any playoffs. Hopefully,
next week it will put the league's
top scoring team in action for the
final home game of the year.
The Wolves started out on the
right
foot
when
Johannes
Tadesse broke through the Duck
defense to score his sixth goal of
the year and the game's first
tally. Moments later Solomon
Tekle, the league's leading
scorer, blasted a goal past the
helpless UO goalie to give OCE a
quick 2-0 lead. The goal was
Tekle's seventeenth of the year.
At this point it looked like the
Wolves would turn the game into
a complete rout. They were
pressuring the Duck defense and
scoring with precision passes.
But things changed all of a
sudden.
UO got the break it needed
when OCE goalie Cal Fagan
misjudged a high shot and
allowed it to go into the upper
right hand corner of the net. The
goal closed the score to 2-1 and

Teas
HuncKies
Dried Fruits
Nut Butters

Personal: There will be a meeting of all
"Deadbeats," please call 838-3100
for more information.
Personal: Merry Christmas to St. Thom
as, Mamma Janny, & the 13 reindeer
on Pod 1, floor 3. P.S. Good lock on
finals. Frosty and the snowgirls.
Kittens for Xmas, all colors and all are
house broken. 838-4170.
Wanted: Rider to Los Angeles. Leaving
Dec. 17 at noon, returning Jan. 3.
Share driving & expenses. Phone
838-5476 or leave message in SPO
593.

Fruit Butters
Soaps
Skarvpoos

l£isa.o&@.
2.35 S. m a?r\.
Independence, Ore.
83 8
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from
Monmouth Merchants

Commercial Bank

U.S. Bank

The Red Vase

E. Main
838-0601

113 E. Main
838-0782
Member FDIC
250 E. Main
838-1716

Stitch-A-Fashion
123 E. Main
838-1448

Larry's Auto Parts

Monmouth Building Materials

140 W. Main
838-3109

169 S. Broad St.
838-0670

OCE Bookstore
Lower Concourse
College Center

Central Printing
Beaver State Savings
and Loan Association

295 E. Main
838-0661

